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Essay about WWI Sources. Words7 Pages. As students of history in the 21st century, we have many comprehensive
resources pertaining to the First World.

However uniquely important sources may be mentioned, briefly, in the text of the essay. As essays accumulate
they will be sorted and indexed on the website. By doing this, do they also create a whole new kind of trouble
for themselves to come in later years? World War One heritage and remembrance is indeed a controversial
topic for the Italian civil society: during the last decades, its memory has been widely exploited by political
opportunists and a sincere and a truthful representation of the events is far to be portrayed. At an individual
level, Australians of all ages and backgrounds enlisted to fight in WWI for various and complex reasons. This
exhibition looks at life in Australia during WWI and explores the experiences of those away from the actual
fighting who are at home. In this paper I will analyze how wars were fought before WWI and how during the
war, new advancements changed the future of warfare. You should list yourself as author with your
appropriate academic or other identity, status, and rank. After submission each completed work will be
reviewed by the editor and may be read by others as appropriate. It is assumed that essays will be submitted in
Microsoft Word format in English. While men formed political parties, engaged in planning war schemes and
creating economic strategies, women also played an essential and significant role during wartime Europe.
Some may suggest that it is more productive to look at the events leading up to the war to determine who was
at fault. In fact, it is still source for a cultural and social debate in many countries, primarily Italy. Essays
should be approximately 1, words in length and may include up to ten images. Copyright considerations are
important. Or, a few sources may be listed at the conclusion of the essay. These changes were prompted by the
fact that a new wave of social-thinking was taking shape and eventually affected the manner by which the
society reflected itself. Some volunteered to experience adventure and to realise glory, some caved into peer
pressure, and some simply enlisted out of boredom. Scholars may cite their essays on curricula vitae or
otherwise as they wish. In the same manner any image in the public domain, e. Generally, essays do not have
cited references, a bibliography, footnotes, or endnotes. In point of fact, one of the few reliable sources is
embodied by soldiers songs. Thus, images from books, periodicals, and newspapers published before are
considered to be in the public domain and not subject to copyright restrictions. For examples of suitable
submissions please read some of the essays already posted on this website, with an eye to content,
composition, and style. In particular, the program in which the government appointed the artists as war
correspondents has resulted in some of the most exceptional artworks of this century. The outbreak of WWI
saw a number of unexpected changes take place within the common social strata. Each image should have a
simple, clear legend and an attribution as to its source. Many images from publications dating before are
considered to be in the public domain if copyright was not renewed. Individual artistic creations became less
radical and started to step down from abstraction to concrete representations. Bacteria had only recently been
discovered and studied, so many surgeons were not as careful of the causes of infections and the danger of
open wounds, yet it was in WWI that surgeons began a legitimate use of antiseptics and saw the importance of
the creation of cleaner hospital environs. For my first source I used information from an online source.
Themes about WWI the paper will include are weapons, vehicles, aircraft, ships, the frontline and support. In
summary, in that most images will come from the period copyright considerations will usually be moot.
During the period through it is hoped that a broad selection of military medicine essays will be published on
this website for the enjoyment and edification of scholars and those interested in the First World War
throughout the world. If necessary you may consult the Chicago Manual of Style Online for guidance with
composition. By extensively using primary sources and brief profiles of both notable and everyday Australians
during WWI, the exhibit gives a holistic view on life in Australia during the Great War.


